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Abstract—Many research efforts have been performed on
removing code clones. Especially, it is highly expected that
clone removal techniques by applying Form Template Method
have high applicability because they can be applied to code
clones that have some gaps. Consequently some researchers
have proposed techniques to support refactoring with Form
Template Method. However, previous research efforts still have
some issues. In this paper, we propose a new technique with
program dependence graph to resolve these issues. By using
program dependence graph, we can handle trivial differences
that are unrelated to behavior of a program. Consequently
the proposed method can suggest more appropriate removal
candidates than previously proposed techniques.
Keywords-Code Clones, Refactoring, Form Template
Method, Program Dependence Graph, Software Maintenance

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, code clones have received much attention. Code
clones are identical or similar code fragments in source
code. Code clones are generated by various reasons such
as copy-and-paste operations. Recent studies have revealed
that a portion of code clones has negative impacts on
software maintenance [1], [2]. The reason is that, if we
modify a code fragment, it is necessary to check whether its
cloned code fragments need the same modifications or not.
Consequently, many research efforts have been performed
on detecting code clones and removing them by applying
some refactorings [3], [4].
Some researchers have proposed code clone removal
techniques by applying Form Template Method [5]. Form
Template Method is one of the refactoring patterns proposed
by Fowler et al. [6]. Form Template Method uses Template
Method that is one of the design patterns proposed by
Gamma et al. [7]. In Template Method, developers write an
outline of the process into the base class and implement
the details of the process in the derived classes. In order to
apply this pattern to similar methods that have a common
base class, duplicated code fragments between the methods
are pulled up to the base class, and non-duplicated code
fragments remain in its derived classes. As a result, code
clones in the similar methods are merged into the base
class. Comparing to other clone removal techniques, these
techniques are suitable to handle differences between target
methods. However, previously proposed techniques remain

some issues that they cannot suggest code clones as removal
candidates if they have the following differences even if they
have no impact on the behavior of the program.
• Different order of code fragments.
• Different implementation styles (such as for- and whileloops).
In this paper, we propose a new technique to support
applications of Form Template Method with program dependence graph to resolve these issues. The proposed approach
supports identifying the places to be refactored and applying
the refactoring in refactoring activities proposed by Mens et
al. [8].
II. M OTIVATION
A. Related Work
Recently, many researchers have proposed techniques
assisting refactorings [8]. Fowler et al. said that duplication
of source code is a “bad smell” on software maintenance
[6], and many research efforts have been performed on
removing code clones by applying refactorings in this basis
[3], [4], [9], [10]. However, it has been debated in recent
years whether code clones really have negative impacts on
software maintenance or not [1], [2], [11]. At present, there
is no consensus of this issue because the results of these
studies vary according to research methods or target software
systems.
Many research efforts have been performed on search
based software engineering in recent years [12]. One of the
research areas in it is search based refactoring [13], [14].
Some researchers have pointed out that the final design after
refactoring can be affected with the order of refactoring activities. Therefore, some techniques are proposed to optimize
refactoring schedules to maximize the benefits and minimize
the efforts of refactorings [15], [16].
The majority of clone removal techniques is based on
Extract Method or Pull-Up Method refactorings, and there
are few techniques based on Form Template Method refactoring. Juillerat et al. proposed a method to automatically
apply Form Template Method to a pair of similar methods
with abstract syntax tree [5]. Their method can show source
code after the application of the pattern, and the execution

time and memory space required to the calculation are
not so high. However, their method cannot handle trivial
differences that do not have any impacts on the behavior of programs, such as differences between user-defined
identifiers, different order of code fragments, and different
implementation styles (such as the difference of for- and
while-loops).

public int calc() {
int result = 0;
int dc = getDC(getRegion());
result += dc;

III. P RELIMINARIES
A. Form Template Method
Form Template Method is one of the refactoring patterns

int i = 0;
while (i < getList().size()) {
Item item = getList().get(i);
s += item.getPrice();
points += item.getPoints();
i++;
}
addPoints(points);
int dc = getDC(getRegion());
result += dc;
result += s * TAX_RATE;

int sum = 0;
int points = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < getList().size(); i++) {
Item item = getList().get(i);
sum += item.getPrice();
points++;
gaps
}

B. Aim of This Study
There are some techniques that assist developers in applying Form Template Method refactorings [5]. However,
they remain some issues that these techniques cannot handle
trivial differences that have no impact on the behavior of
the program such as the order of the program statements
and differences of for- and while-loops. In the example
shown in Figure 1, there is a difference of the order
of code fragments, and there is also a difference of the
implementation style of loop statements. However, these
differences do not influence the meanings of the program.
The only meaningful difference is the ways of calculations
of variable points. Nevertheless the previous methods regard
these trivial differences as gaps between the two methods
and suggest only four lines as duplicate statements in the
two methods. In this study, we aim to improve these issues
by using program dependence graph, and we will suggest 11
lines except the calculation of points as duplicate statements.
In addition, users need to specify target methods for using
the previous techniques. This approach is useful for actual
modifications in source code associated with refactoring
activities. However, this approach cannot reduce efforts for
identifying opportunities on which users want to apply refactorings. Because we think users have to pay many efforts
to identify refactoring candidates, we aim to support both
detection of refactoring candidates and actual modifications
of source code. The proposed method detects refactoring
candidates automatically and suggests all the candidates
to users. Consequently, the proposed method can suggest
refactoring candidates of which users are not aware. The
proposed method also suggests code fragments to be merged
in each of refactoring candidates, which makes it possible
to reduce efforts required to modify source code to apply
Form Template Method refactorings.
Note that the proposed method aim not to suggest candidates that should be refactored but to suggest candidates
that can be refactored. The reason is that there is no strict
and generic standard to judge whether code clones should
be removed, and to judge whether Form Template Method
should be used to remove code clones. Accordingly, we
leave such decisions to users whether they need to apply
refactorings on each candidate that our method suggests.

public int calc() {
int result = 0;
int s = 0;
int points = 0;

result += sum * TAX_RATE;
addPoints(points);
return result;
}
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return result;
}

(a) The Proposed Method
public int calc() {
int result = 0;

public int calc() {
int result = 0;
int s = 0;
int points = 0;

int dc = getDC(getRegion());
result += dc;

int i = 0;
while (i < getList().size()) {
Item item = getList().get(i);
s += item.getPrice();
points += item.getPoints();
i++;
}
addPoints(points);
int dc = getDC(getRegion());
result += dc;
result += s * TAX_RATE;

int sum = 0;
int points = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < getList().size(); i++) {
Item item = getList().get(i);
sum += item.getPrice();
points++;
}
result += sum * TAX_RATE;
addPoints(points);
return result;
}
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return result;
}

(b) The Method Proposed by Juillerat et al.[5]
Figure 1.

A Motivating Example

proposed by Fowler et al. [6]. In this refactoring pattern,
developers write an outline of the process in a base class,
and the base class delegates implementations of the details
to each of its derived classes. This pattern can be applied to
remove code clones by pulling up code clones into the base
class as a common process.
Figure 2 shows an example of application of Form Template Method [6]. There are two classes that have the same
base class, Site, and these two classes have the methods that
are similar to each other, getBillableAmount. By applying
Form Template Method to these methods, the common
code fragments are pulled up into the base class, and the
unique code fragments in each method are extracted as new
methods, getBaseAmount and getTaxAmount. We call the
new method written in the base class as template method. By
this transformation, code clones in the methods are merged
into the template method, and the unique code fragments
in each method are handled well by creating new methods
without changing the behavior of the program.
In this paper, we call common code fragments that should
be pulled up to base classes as a common process, and

Site

before

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

double base = units * rate;
double tax = base * Site.RATE;
return base + tax;
double base = units * rate * 0.5;
double tax = base * Site.RATE * 0.2;
return base + tax;

Residential Site

Lifeline Site

getBillableAmount()

getBillableAmount()

x = 0;
y = 0;
z = MAX;
while (y < z) {
y = x + 1;
}
println(y);
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return getBaseAmount() + getTaxAmount();

after

Figure 3.

Site
return units * rate;

getBillableAmount()
getBaseAmount()
getTaxAmount()

An Example of PDG

return base * Site.RATE;

1:
2:
3:
4:

return units * rate * 0.5;
return base * Site.RATE * 0.2;

Residential Site

Lifeline Site

getBaseAmount()
getTaxAmount()

getBaseAmount()
getTaxAmount()

Obj o = new Obj();
o.changeState(1);
o.changeState(2);
o.changeState(3);

<1>
<2>

<1>

<3>

<4>
<2>

Figure 2.
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An Example of the Application of Form Template Method

without considering state change
Figure 4.

unique code fragments that should remain in each of derived
classes as a unique process instead.
B. Program Dependence Graph
Program Dependence Graph [17] (in short, PDG) is one
of the directed graphs representing dependence between
elements of program (such as statements and conditional
predicates). Dependence in PDG are classified into the
following two categories.
Data Dependence: There is data dependence from statement s to statement t, if a value is assigned to variable x in
s, and t references x without changing the value of x.
Control Dependence: There is control dependence from
statement s to statement t, if s is a conditional predicate,
and it directly determines whether t is executed or not.
Figure 3 shows an example of PDG. In this example, there
is data dependence from the 2nd, 3rd, and 5th lines to the
4th line because variables y and z are referenced in the 4th
line. There is control dependence from the 4th line to the 5th
line because the conditional predicate in the 4th line directly
controls the execution of the 5th line. In addition, there is
a node labeled “method enter” that means the enter node of
the method. In general, PDG contains a method enter node,
and, in this case, there is control dependence from the enter
node to all nodes that are directly contained by the method.
Moreover, we tailor PDGs to trace state changes of
objects. The state of an object changes when the values of its
fields change [18]. Figure 4 shows the tailoring. By applying
this tailoring to PDGs, we can get the order of operations
to objects from PDG. This enables us to apply refactorings
with the operation order of objects preserved.
C. Code Clones Detection by Program Dependence Graph
There are many techniques to detect code clones automatically. They can be categorized by its data structures

considering
state change

PDG Considering State Changes of Objects

[19]. PDG-based detection is one of the categories, and some
researchers have proposed PDG-based detection techniques
[20], [21], [22]. This technique detects isomorphic subgraphs
on PDGs as code clones. PDG-based detection can detect
code clones containing different order of statements, and
trivial differences that do not have any impacts on the
behavior of the program such as a difference between forand while-loops.
In this paper, we use Scorpio [22] to detect code clones.
Scorpio is one of the PDG-based detection tools, and it was
developed by our research member. Scorpio can detect code
clones that have differences of user-defined identifiers.
IV. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
A. Inputs and Outputs
The proposed method takes the source code of the target
software systems as its input. Then, the proposed method
detects all the candidates that can be refactored with Form
Template Method and suggests them to users. Note that
we regard a pair of methods as a candidate of refactoring
likewise the previous method. For each of refactoring candidates, the proposed method also suggests program statements that can be merged into the base class as the common
process, and program statements that should be remain in the
derived classes as the unique process. Additionally, for the
unique process, the proposed method suggests the following
two information.
•
•

Sets of program statements that should be extracted as
a single method.
Pairwise relationships of new methods created in the
pair of the derived classes between the couple of the

methods. Note that the new methods in a pairwise relationship can be extracted as methods whose signatures
are the same as each other.
B. Definitions

ClonePairs(G1 , G2 ) :=

In this subsection, we describe definitions of terms referenced in the following explanations.
A directed graph G is represented as G = (f, V, E),
where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of edges, and f is a
map from edges to ordered pairs of nodes (f : E → V ×V ).
In this paper, we write the set of nodes in G as VG , the set of
edges in G as EG , and the map between edges and ordered
pairs of nodes in G as fG respectively.
A PDG of a program is one of the directed graphs. Given
a PDG G = (f, V, E), a node of G corresponds to an
element of the program, and an edge of G corresponds to
a dependence between two elements. Note that we build
a PDG in each of methods, therefore every method has a
corresponding PDG.
As described above, there are two types of dependence in
PDGs.
Definition 4.1 (Dependence between Elements):
We write data dependence as data, and control
dependence as control. We define type as a map
from edges to the types of dependence that the
edges represent (type : E → EdgeType), where
EdgeType = {data, control }. In addition, a data edge has
information about the variable that the edge represents. We
define var (ed ) as the represented variable by a data edge
ed .
In the next, we define a tail of an edge e ∈ EG as tail (e)
and a head of e as head (e). The definitions are as follows.
Definition 4.2 (tail (e),head (e)): We define tail (e) as
the first element of fG (e), and head (e) as the last element
of fG (e). In other words, tail (e) := u and head (e) := v,
where fG (e) = (u, v).
Herein, we define sets of edges BackwardEdges(v) and
ForwardEdges(v) for v ∈ VG . BackwardEdges(v) is a set
of edges whose head is v defined in the formula (1), and
ForwardEdges(v) is a set of edges whose tail is v defined
in the formula (2).
Definition 4.3 (BackwardEdges(v),ForwardEdges(v)):
BackwardEdges(v) := {e ∈ EG | head (e) = v}
ForwardEdges(v) := {e ∈ EG | tail (e) = v}

Definition 4.4 (ClonePairs(G1 , G2 ) and a clone pair):
We define ClonePairs(G1 , G2 ) with the formula (3), and
we call every element of ClonePairs(G1 , G2 ) “clone pair”.

(1)
(2)

Next, we describe definitions about code clones. We use
Scorpio [22] to detect code clones. We can get isomorphic
subgraphs in two PDGs given as its input data with Scorpio.
We define a set of ordered pairs of isomorphic subgraphs
detected with the technique as ClonePairs(G1 , G2 ), where
G1 and G2 are PDGs given as its input data. The definition
is as follows.

′
{(G′1 , G′2 ) | G′1 ⊂ G1 ∧ G′2 ⊂ G2 ∧ G′1 ∼
= G2 }

(3)

where, G1 and G2 are PDGs given as input data, G′ ⊂ G
indicates G′ is a subgraph of G, and G′ ∼
= G′′ indicates G′
′′
and G are isomorphic subgraphs to each other.
We also define duplicate relationships on nodes of PDGs
as follows.
Definition 4.5 (Duplication of nodes): We define the
two nodes v1 ∈ VG1 and v2 ∈ VG2 are duplicated to each
other if they satisfy the formula (4). We represent v1 ∼ v2
if v1 and v2 are duplicated to each other.
∃(G′1 , G′2 ) ∈ ClonePairs(G1 , G2 )
[v1 ∈ VG′1 ∧ v2 ∈ VG′2 ∧ φ(v1 ) = v2 ]

(4)

where, G1 and G2 are PDGs, and φ indicates the isomorphism between G′1 and G′2 (G′1 ∼
= G′2 ).
C. Processing Flow
The processing flow of the proposed method is shown
below.
STEP1: Create PDGs, and detect code clones in them.
STEP2: Identify pairs of methods that can be refactored
by Form Template Method.
STEP3: Detect a common process and a unique process
for each of method pairs.
In STEP1, we use the existing techniques. In the following
subsections, we describe STEP2 and STEP3 in detail.
D. Identification of Refactoring Candidates
In this step, we detect pairs of methods that can be
refactored by Form Template Method refactoring pattern
with code clones detected by Scorpio. We regard a pair of
methods as a refactoring candidate if it satisfies the following
two requirements.
Requirement A: Form Template Method can be applied
to the method pair.
Requirement B: There is at least one clone pair between
the method pair.
We describe these requirements in detail in the following
subsections.
1) Requirement A (Applicability of the Pattern): Form
Template Method can be applied to methods whose owner
classes have the same base class. Accordingly, owner classes
of each of two methods in a refactoring candidate must have
the same base class in the proposed method. In addition, we
cannot apply Form Template Method to methods that are
defined in the same class. Therefore, refactoring candidates

Algorithm 1 Removing Redundant Clone Pairs

method m1

Require: ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 )
Ensure: ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) after repaired
1: for all (G′m1 , G′m2 ) ∈ ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) do
′′
2:
for all (G′′
m1 , Gm2 ) ∈ ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) do
′
3:
if ∃v1 ∈ Gm [v1 ∈ G′′
m1 ] then
1
4:
if |G′m | < |G′′
m1 | then
1
5:
ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) ← (G′m , G′m )
1
2
6:
else
′′
7:
ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) ← (G′′
,
G
m1
m2 )
8:
end if
9:
end if
10:
if ∃v2 ∈ G′m2 [v2 ∈ G′′
m2 ] then
11:
if |G′m | < |G′′
m2 | then
2
12:
ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) ← (G′m , G′m )
1
2
13:
else
′′
14:
ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) ← (G′′
,
G
m1
m2 )
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
end for
18: end for

a

b

c

A

α
d

B

e

G

I

CommonNodes(m2) =
{A, B, C, D, E}

J

An Example of the Redundant Clone Pairs

represents the definition, where Gm1(2) indicates the PDG
of method m1(2) .
CommonNodes(Gm1(2) ) :=
{v ∈ VGm1(2) | ∃w ∈ VGm2(1) [v ∼ w]}

For each of method pairs, we detect a common process,
and a unique process in STEP3.
This step consists of the following three sub-steps.
STEP3-A: Detect a common process and a unique
process in a given method pair.
STEP3-B: Detect sets of program statements, each of
which should be extracted as a single method for the unique
process.
STEP3-C: Detect pairwise relations of sets of program
statements detected in STEP3-B in the method pair.
1) STEP3-A: Detection of Common and Unique Processes: In this sub-step, the proposed method detects a
common process and a unique process in a given method
pair. In the proposed method, we regard code clones
in the method pair as the common process. We define
CommonNodes(Gm1(2) ) as a set of nodes in Gm1(2) whose
statements form the common process. The formula (6)

(6)

However, a node in Gm1(2) can be duplicated between two
or more nodes in Gm2(1) . In other words, the formula (7)
can be satisfied in some cases, considering the two clone
pairs (G′m1 , G′m2 ), (G′′m1 , G′′m2 ) ∈ ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ).
∃v ∈ VG′m

1(2)

E. Tailoring Refactoring Candidates

H

CommonNodes(m1) =
{a, b, c, d, e}

Figure 5.

D

F

g

(5)

C

E

β

f

in the proposed method must satisfy the following two
requirements.
Requirement A-1: The two methods in the candidates
are defined in different classes.
Requirement A-2: The owner classes of the two methods
have the same base class.
2) Requirement B (Presence of Clone Pairs): If there
is no clone pair between a method pair (m1 , m2 ),
ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) is empty, where Gm1 and Gm2 are
PDGs of method m1 and m2 . Therefore, we can check
whether there is at least one clone pair by checking whether
ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) is empty or not. In other words,
the method pair m1 and m2 in the proposed method must
satisfy the formula (5).
ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) ̸= ∅

method m2

[v ∈ VG′′m

1(2)

]

(7)

In this case, we cannot merge all the nodes that are duplicate
to other nodes in the other method. We remove some clone
pairs from ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) to resolve this problem.
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm for removing clone pairs.
Note that |R| means the number of elements in a set R and
R ← r means the process to remove an element r from R.
By applying this algorithm, we can ensure that there is at
most one duplicate node in the other method for all nodes
in method m1 and m2 . Nodes should be pulled up into the
base class if they are contained in CommonNodes(Gm1(2) )
after this processing.
Figure 5 shows an example that contains redundant clone
pairs. There are two clone pairs labeled α and β. The clone
pair α consists of ({a, b, c, d, e}, {A, B, C, D, E}), and the
clone pair β consists of ({a, b, d, e}, {F, G, H, I}). In this
case, the algorithm selects α as the remaining clone pair, and
remove β from ClonePairs(Gm1 , Gm2 ) because the number
of elements of α is larger than β’s one. As a result, the
common code fragments that the proposed method detects in

this method pair (CommonNodes(Gm1(2) )) are {a, b, c, d, e}
and {A, B, C, D, E} respectively.
On the other hand, the proposed method regards that
program statements form a unique process in a given method
pair if they are not included in the common process. We
define DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ) as a set of nodes whose owner
statements are not included in the common process. Formula
(8) shows the definition of DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ).
DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ) := {v ∈ VGm1(2) |
v∈
/ CommonNodes(Gm1(2) )}

(8)

Note that nodes contained in DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ) need to
remain in the class that has method m1(2) .
2) STEP3-B: Detection of Statements Extracted as a Single Method: In this sub-step, the proposed method detects
sets of statements that can be extracted as a single method
in the unique process.
For applying Form Template Method refactorings, nodes
remaining in derived classes have to be extracted as new
methods. Therefore, we have to detect sets of code fragments included in DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ), each of which can
be extracted as a single method.
In the proposed method, we regard nodes included in
DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ) as a set that should be extracted as a
single method, if there is at least one path that does not
include nodes in CommonNodes(Gm1(2) ) for any pairs of
the nodes in it. In other words, we regard a set of nodes
Sm1(2) that is a subset of VGm1(2) as a set of nodes that
should be extracted as a single method, if there is at least
one path that satisfies the formula (9) for any two nodes
v1 , vn (v1 ̸= vn ) in Sm1(2) .
∀i ∈ {1 . . . n}[vi ∈ DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) )]

(9)

We call a set of nodes that should be extracted as a
single method an Extract Node Set (in short. ENS). In
the example shown in Figure 6, we can find two ENSs. One
consists of {d, g} and the other consists of {b, c, h, k, l}.
As shown in this example, each of methods in refactoring candidates can contain multiple ENSs. We define
DiﬀNodeSets(Gm1(2) ) as a family of ENSs in method
m1(2) . Any node in DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ) must be included
in a ENS in DiﬀNodeSets(Gm1(2) ) (formula (10)).
∀v ∈ DiﬀNodes(Gm1(2) ) ∃S ∈ DiﬀNodeSets(Gm1(2) )
[v ∈ S]

(10)

3) STEP3-C: Detection of Pairwise Relationships of
New Methods: In this sub-step, we detect pairwise relationships of ENSs in a given method pair. In other
words, assuming that ⇀
↽ indicates the pairwise relationships and Sm1(2) is an ENS of method m1(2) , for each
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DiffNodeSets =
{ { d, g } , { b, c, h, k, l } }

ENSs

An Example of the Detection of ENSs

of Sm1(2) ∈ DiﬀNodeSets(Gm1(2) ) we detect whether
Sm2(1) ∈ DiﬀNodeSets(Gm2(1) ) satisfies Sm1 ⇀
↽ Sm2 exists
or not. Note that Sm1 ⇀
↽ Sm2 indicates that Sm1 and Sm2
can be extracted as methods whose signatures are the same
as each other. If an ENS S has no correspondent in the other
method, we have to make an empty method whose signature
is the same as S in the derived class that does not have S.
We regard a pair of ENSs Sm1 and Sm2 as Sm1 ⇀
↽ Sm2
if they satisfy the following two requirements.
Requirement 3C-1: The types of return values of Sm1
and Sm2 are the same as each other.
Requirement 3C-2: The conditions to call the new
methods created by extracting Sm1 and Sm2 are the same
as each other.
Requirement of the Return Value: First, we define
OutputDataEdges(G, S) as a set of data edges whose tails
are included in S and whose heads are not included in S,
where G is a PDG and S is an ENS of G. The definition is
shown in the formula (11).
OutputDataEdges(G, S) :=
{e ∈ EG | tail (e) ∈ S ∧ head (e) ∈
/ S ∧ type(e) = data}
(11)

Now we can define a set of output variables of S by
using this definition. We define OutputVariables(G, S) in
the formula (12).
OutputVariables(G, S) :=
{p | ∃e ∈ OutputDataEdges(G, S)[p = var (e)]}

(12)

We can judge whether ENSs Sm1 and Sm2
have the same types of return values by
comparing
OutputVariables(Gm1 , Sm1 )
and
OutputVariables(Gm2 , Sm2 ).
Requirement of the Conditions for Call: Methods
created by extracting ENSs Sm1 and Sm2 are called in the
same conditions if the control dependence into Sm1 and Sm2
are the same as each other. Herein, we describe definitions
to check this requirement.

method
m1

method
m2
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An Example of Pairwise Relationships of ENSs: Figure
7 shows an example of the detection of pairwise relationships of ENSs between two methods. In this example, we
can get two pairs of ENSs, α ⇀
↽ γ and β ⇀
↽ δ.
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We have implemented the proposed method as a tool
named Creios (Clone Removal Expediter by Identifying
Opportunities with Scorpio) in Java. Creios can handle
software systems written in Java, because Scorpio, the clone
detection tool used in Creios, can handle only Java. However,
the proposed method can be applied to other programming
languages if PDGs are built.
In this section, we describe the functions of Creios.

δ

Input Control Node
α

β

γ

δ

*

c

*

C

A. Supporting Detection of Refactoring Candidates
Creios suggests all the candidates that can be refactored
with Form Template Method. Therefore, the function that
supports users to select suitable candidates for refactoring
are required especially in the cases that there are a large
number of candidates. Creios has a filtering function with
some metrics to support users to select candidates (e.g.
similarities between two methods and the number of new
methods created by the refactoring).

c～C
Satisfy Requirement 3C-1

Satisfy Requirement 3C-2

α⇀
，β ⇀
↽δ
↽γ，
Figure 7.

The Detection of the Pairwise Relationships of ENSs

First, we define InputControlEdges(G, S) as a set of
control edges whose heads are included in S and whose
tails are not included S, where G is a PDG and S is an
ENS of G. The definition is shown in the formula (13).
InputControlEdges(G, S) := {e ∈ EG |
(tail (e) ∈
/ S) ∧ (head (e) ∈ S) ∧ (type(e) = control)}
(13)

In addition, we define InputControlNodes(G, S) as a set
of nodes that are tails of edges in InputControlEdges(G, S)
in the formula (14).
InputControlNodes(G, S) := {v ∈ VG |
∃ec ∈ InputControlEdges(G, S)[v = tail (ec )]}

(14)

With these definitions, we define Sm1 and Sm2 are called
in the same conditions if they satisfy the following two
formulae (15) and (16).
|InputControlNodes(Gm1 , Sm1 )| =
|InputControlNodes(Gm2 , Sm2 )|

(15)

∀v1 ∈ InputControlNodes(Gm1 , Sm1 )
∃v2 ∈ InputControlNodes(Gm2 , Sm2 )
[(v1 ∼ v2 )∨
(∃S1′ ∈ DiﬀNodeSets(Gm1 )∃S2′ ∈ DiﬀNodeSets(Gm2 )
′
′
′
[S1′ ⇀
↽ S2 ∧ n1 ∈ S1 ∧ n2 ∈ S2 ])] (16)

B. Supporting Modifications of Source Code
Creios shows the output information of the proposed
method with GUI. Figure 8 shows a snapshot of Creios’s
output. For all the candidates, Creios shows PDGs and its
source code for every candidate. In the source code view,
Creios highlights duplicate statements in red, and draws
color rectangles around the statements for each of ENSs.
Note that the ENSs that are in the pairwise relationships are
surrounded with the same color rectangles.
Creios does not have the function that modifies the
actual source code automatically. Accordingly, users need to
modify source code by themselves to apply Form Template
Method refactoring.
VI. E XPERIMENT
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we conducted
an experiment on two open source software systems.Table I
shows the target software systems, the number of detected
candidates, and elapsed time to execute Creios.
Figure 9 shows a refactoring candidate in Ant detected
by Creios and the result of the refactoring. In this example,
there is a base class, ClearCase, and there are two derived
classes, CCCheckout and CCCheckin.There are also similar
methods in the derived classes, checkOption. By applying
Form Template Method to this target, duplicate statements
are pulled up into in the method checkOption defined in
the base class and new methods checkOther are created to
implement the unique statements in each derived class. Note
that there is a difference of the order of code fragments in

Common Statements
(should be extracted into
the base class)

Unique Statements
(Extract Node Set 1)

Unique Statements
(Extract Node Set 2)

Figure 8.

A Snapshot of the Result of Creios

Table I
TARGET S OFTWARE S YSTEMS
Name
Apache-Ant
Apache-Synapse

In Short
Ant
Synapse

LOC
212,401
58,418

# of Files
829
383

# of Candidates
226
45

code clones: in CCCheckout the code fragments labeled A,
B, and C are executed in this order, however in CCCheckin
the order of code fragments is B-A-C. Therefore, this
example is an instance that the previous techniques cannot
detect.
Next, we show the comparison result to the previous
method [5] in Table II. The column “Our method > Juillerat
et al.’s method” indicates the number of candidates that
the proposed method can handle trivial differences that
the previous method cannot handle. The proposed method
can recognize more duplicate statements than the previous
method in these candidates, therefore we can say these
candidates shows superiority of the proposed method compared to the previous method. We cannot found candidates
that have differences of implementation style (e.g. for- and
while-loops) in this experiment, but we confirmed that the
proposed method can handle these differences with samples
that we made.
In addition, we applied Form Template Method refactoring
to all the 45 candidates that the proposed method had
suggested in Synapse in order to confirm the adequacy and
the efficiency of the proposed method as a technique to

Time[s]
237
95

Environment
CPU: Xeon 2.67GHz(4 core)CRAM: 4GB

support refactorings. In this experiment, we successfully
refactored all the 45 candidates detected with Creios in
Synapse, and confirmed that the behavior of the program
is preserved by using test suites attached to the software
system. Additionally, we measured the time needed to each
of the refactorings. Figure 10 shows the box-plots of the
time needed to apply refactorings. Because Creios suggests
all the candidates that can be refactored at a time, we run
Creios at once and apply refactorings using the output. The
time to execute Creios to Synapse is 95 seconds as shown
in Table I. As a result, we could apply refactorings in few
minutes in average nevertheless we are unfamiliar with the
software.
VII. D ISCUSSION
As we described in section VI, we applied Form Template
Method refactoring to 45 candidates detected in Synapse. In
some cases, we had to make some modifications that Creios
did not indicate, or we had to make some adjustments to the
output of Creios to apply the pattern. Table III shows the
modifications or adjustments needed to apply refactorings,
and the number of candidates that needed them. The term

ClearCase

if (getComment() != null) {
…
} else {
…
}

ClearCase
checkOption(cmd)
checkOther(cmd)

pull up
CCCheckout

CCCheckin

CCCheckout

CCCheckin

checkOption(cmd)

checkOption(cmd)

checkOther(cmd)

checkOther(cmd)

if (getNoWarn()) {
…
}
checkOther(cmd);
cmd.createArgument().setValue(getViewPath());
if (getPreserveTime()) {
…
}
…

extract
if (getReserved()) {
cmd.createArgument().setValue(FLAG_RESERVED);
} else {
cmd.createArgument().setValue(FLAG_UNRESERVED);
}

…

A

if (getNoWarn()) {
cmd.createArgument().setValue(FLAG_NOCOMMENT);
}

B

if (getComment() != null) {
getCommentCommand(cmd);
} else {
if (getCommentFile() != null) {
getCommentFileCommand(cmd);
} else {
cmd.createArgument().setValue(FLAG_NOWARN);
}
}

C

cmd.createArgument().setValue(getViewPath());

Figure 9.

extract

B

if (getComment() != null) {
getCommentCommand(cmd);
} else {
if (getCommentFile() != null) {
getCommentFileCommand(cmd);
} else {
cmd.createArgument().setValue(FLAG_NOCOMMENT);
}
}

A

if (getNoWarn()) {
cmd.createArgument().setValue(FLAG_NOWARN);
}
if (getPreserveTime()) {
cmd.createArgument().setValue(FLAG_PRESERVETIME);
}

An Example of Application of Form Template Method with Proposed Method
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Figure 10.

method : abstract method

cmd.createArgument().setValue(getViewPath());

2500

Whole Time

: Code Clone

…

C

3000

0
[sec]

if (getReserved()) {
…
} else {
…
}
…

Code Modification

The Box-plots of the Time to Apply Refactorings

“modify ENS” means the cases in which we had to modify
ENSs or their pairwise relationships between two methods
that Creios suggests, the term “move methods into base class
or change their visibility” means the cases in which some

Table II
T HE R ESULT OF THE C OMPARISON E XPERIMENTS

# of candidates
Our method > Juillerat et al.’s method
-Differences of order of code
-Differences of variable names
-Differences of implementation styles
Same result

Ant
226
14
10
4
0
202

Synapse
45
3
1
2
0
42

methods defined in derived classes are used in common
processes and we had to move those methods into the base
class and/or change their visibilities, and the term “replace
field references to calls of getter methods” indicates the
cases in which some fields are used in duplicate statements
and they are not visible from the base class and we had to
replace references of these fields to calls of getter methods
of them.
The proposed method does not consider the visibility
of methods and fields in the source code. Therefore, it
is possible that code fragments that should be pulled up
into template method call methods or reference fields that
are not accessible from the base class. In such cases, we
need additional modifications on the source code to apply
Form Template Method. We can apply the pattern to such
candidates by changing the visibility of methods and fields.
However, it is not desirable that code clone removal requires
increasing the visibility of methods or fields, because such
Table III
T HE C ANDIDATES THAT N EED SOME M ODIFICATIONS FOR C REIOS ’ S
O UTPUTS
# of candidates that need no modifications
# of candidates that need some modifications
modify ENS
move methods into base class and/or change their visibilities
replace field references to calls of getter methods

29
16
12
4
2

changes could cause vulnerability [23]. For fields, if fields
have getters and setters, we can resolve this problem by
using them.

[8] T. Mens and T. Tourwé, “A survey of software refactoring,”
IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, vol. 30, no. 2,
pp. 126–139, Feb. 2004.

VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a new technique to assist
developers to apply Form Template Method refactorings on
code clones. It detects refactoring candidates automatically
and suggests all the candidates that can be applied Form
Template Method. It uses PDG as its data structure, which
enables us to handle trivial differences that have no impact
on the meaning of the program.
As future work, we are going to make it possible to handle
not only pairs of methods but also sets of them. In addition,
we are going to improve our method for assuring behavior
preservation, and implement a function that suggests the
source code after the application of Form Template Method.

[9] N. Göde, “Clone removal: Fact or fiction?” in Proc. of the
4th International Workshop on Software Clones, 2010.
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